Using virtual standardized patients to accurately assess information gathering skills in medical students.
Introduction: Practicing a medical history using standardized patients is an essential component of medical school curricula. Recent advances in technology now allow for newer approaches for practicing and assessing communication skills. We describe herein a virtual standardized patient (VSP) system that allows students to practice their history taking skills and receive immediate feedback. Methods: Our VSPs consist of artificially intelligent, emotionally responsive 3D characters which communicate with students using natural language. The system categorizes the input questions according to specific domains and summarizes the encounter. Automated assessment by the computer was compared to manual assessment by trained raters to assess accuracy of the grading system. Results: Twenty dialogs chosen randomly from 102 total encounters were analyzed by three human and one computer rater. Overall scores calculated by the computer were not different than those provided by the human raters, and overall accuracy of the computer system was 87%, compared with 90% for human raters. Inter-rater reliability was high across 19 of 21 categories. Conclusions: We have developed a virtual standardized patient system that can understand, respond, categorize, and assess student performance in gathering information during a typical medical history, thus enabling students to practice their history-taking skills and receive immediate feedback.